
Global Verification Made Simple



One Platform - One Point of Contact 



• AutoVerify is an extension of Qualification Check’s verification services designed to support universities in managing
the ongoing requests to verify their students’ qualifications.

• The platform is created to automatically and smartly manage the countless number of incoming verification requests
that universities receive on daily basis from different sources such as background screeners, companies, employers
and recruiters.

• Our intuitive platform conveniently arranges and organises all incoming verification requests from multiple sources
into one centralized place, processing them fast and efficiently.

• As an innovative and secure platform it makes complex verification processes simple, saves resources for universities
and frees up time for administrators to focus on other meaningful work.

AutoVerify set up and maintenance cost is zero and it will generate a new
revenue stream for your university whilst saving you time and money!

About AutoVerify



AutoVerify makes complex verification processes fast, easy and stress-free

About AutoVerify



Customisable Integration

We tailor AutoVerify to suit your needs so you can get started with ease

Choose between ‘Pro’ and ‘Lite’ depending on the integration you’re most comfortable with:



AutoVerify Key Features
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Some of our Clients

“The Qualification Check system is a great step forward and
took away a large administrative burden from us. It has eased
the recruitment process for potential employers of our
students and members by making the verification of their
results and membership online and immediate, 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year.”

Simon Culhane, CEO of the CISI

“Lancaster University has worked very effectively with
Qualification Check since 2011 when QC was awarded the
tender to verify Lancaster Campus degrees. The verification
service has significantly reduced administrative load at
Lancaster and we are looking to expand the verification
provision during 2016 by working with their excellent technical
and business teams. Customer service is first class.
Recommended.”

Andrew Newman, Student Systems and Data Manager



About Qualification Check

• Qualification Check is trusted by thousands of organisations for quick and accurate verification.

• Over the last decade, we have grown to become a world leader in education verification and a specialist in
simplifying verification processes.

• We are driven by a desire to protect the world from fake qualifications and documents. In addition, thanks to our
technological capabilities, our ambition is to help organisations and institutions save time and resources by
simplifying and speeding up the traditionally complex and slow verification process.

• Our commitment to satisfying our customers and tailoring our products to suit their needs, made us a well-
respected, industry leader in the UK and Globally.

• We conduct verifications in over 200 countries which means our customers have access to complete worldwide
coverage and never have to worry about missing out. We’re proud to have multi-lingual teams offering English,
Arabic, Hindi, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Portuguese, Turkish and much more.

• While we have achieved our initial goals, as a company we continue to set new challenges. We are as passionate as
ever about making the world a more transparent, trustworthy place – one check at a time.
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